of these two myths how they achieve the effect they aim at through the structuring of complex symbols in narrative form.
It is methodologically necessary at this point to emphasize the magnitude of the conception of Claude Levi-Strauss in his resolution to "define the myth as consisting of all its versions; or to put it otherwise, a myth remains the same as long as it is felt as such."' It is necessary to add the implied continuation of his sentence: "by those who feel the myth important enough to reproduce it."
Levi-Strauss's conception of the integrity of the myth is the exact counterpart in cultural analysis to that which allowed Charles Darwin to banish the concept of "essentialism" forever from biological thought, and later biologists to define the species as all of the variant individuals able to reproduce fertile offspring among themselves. Darwin, however, founded modern biological science on the further observation that individual variation resulted in the changed form of the species in time and that this was precisely because some variations were better able than others to reproduce themselves in changed environments.
After the wide rejection of his analysis of the Oedipus myth,2 LeviStrauss returned to the world of his earlier anthropological experience,3 that of the Indians of South America, a world in which environmental change was not easily perceived and could not be permanently recorded, a world without its own history, without linear time, without change, without writing. He did so to demonstrate the unchanging structure of myth, but in doing so he could examine mythic variation in its geographic distribution only. Darwin examined organic variation in space and in time and consequently was able to show why some variations succeed where others fail. Structural analysis has been unable to address theoretically the issue of the success or failure of mythic variants. This methodological point must be stressed precisely because the myths of Oedipus and Moses are supremely successful, if the measure of success for a myth is its capacity to induce its audience to reproduce it faithfully over time, its capacity to reproduce its audience.
In the attempt to come to a fuller understanding of these myths in relation to their underlying problem, it is most fortunate that among all Western myths, with the exception of the Christ myth, these two have been most thoroughly examined. Both myths seem to have originated roughly toward the end of the second millennium B.C. The paradigmatic structure models and mediates the contradictory experience of the audience, allowing the audience to reenergize its behavior on the basis of the myth's representations of relevant parallels. Linking these two structures, formed on diachrony and synchrony, respectively, is the third level of structure, which presents the action in images of immediate and concrete sense perception as "statements about the world to establish relations between categories,"7 and thus clothes the entire narrative with the appearance of utter "factuality." The present analysis will proceed through the narrative structure to the myths' characteristic symbolisms and conclude with their paradigmatic structure.
NARRATIVE STRUCTURE
The narrative structure, the story pattern, of the myths of Oedipus and Moses is, above all else, "a kind of biography, a pattern of life."8 It presents the hero's life in three major parts: birth and adoption, transition to adulthood, and maturity and death. Each of these three major sections is itself formed of three sections. By means of the complex relations established between these segments, audience expectations are aroused, confounded, and alternative expectations substituted. In outline, the following pattern is the structure of the plot of both myths: pun, indicates his major activity in the myth. While other aspects of his identity change from segment to segment throughout the myth, the name and stigma remain constant.
SYMBOLIC STRUCTURE
The symbolic structure gives the narrative structure its characteristic expression, creating variants. It is at this level that the myths of Oedipus and Moses appear maximally different, as reciprocal inversions and the products of very different cultural traditions. The narrative is placed in either the positive or negative mode at this level of structure.9 The selection of symbols that "flesh out" the narrative action is controlled between the requirements of the sequence of events and those of the paradigmatic structure. The symbolic mechanism of this level does not structure action or timeless verities but induces the audience to reflect on its own experience in light of the myth's concrete representations of the narrative action and its consequences in terms of underlying cultural categories. Much of the power and relevance of these two myths is the result of the consistent and imaginative application of this mechanism to categories so fundamental that they are shared by both Greek and Israelite culture of the period and later, as well as our own and perhaps to some degree all state-level societies.
The symbolic mechanism first represents a pair of categories as a reciprocal metaphor, "A is B, B is A." Each category is then characterized by (at least) two attributes, allowing the sufficient differences between the two categories to be emphasized. This step takes the intermediate form "A is al and a2; B is bl and b2," and takes the final form "al: a2:: bl: b2," so that the basic metaphoric relation of the categories A and B is preserved. This is the form of everyday life in symbolic representation.
These conventional pairs of attributes are then recombined to produce two new imaginary categories with the elaborated form "al : bl :: a2 : 2." The pairs that result from this recombination of attributes, "al + b1" and "a2 + b2," respectively, form two new conceptual objects that, although they may exist only in the imagination, are still in the same reciprocally metaphoric relation.
Although these two new conceptual objects may not even have labels (and this makes it extremely difficult for the audience/analyst to raise these objects to consciousness), the symbolic action of the narrative generates events in which these new objects participate and the consequences of which must be evaluated relative to the old, everyday metaphor. The audience can then judge whether those consequences are preferable to the results produced in everyday life, results the audience habitually expects.
An audience accepts the premises of a plot, its founding metaphors, and symbolic structure, "to see how it all turns out." For a myth to be successful in this effort, it must help the audience accept that such new conceptual objects allow the minor contradiction in the paradigmatic structure to better seem to resolve the major contradiction the myth seeks to defuse. Thus the audience will be freed of the debilitating effects of contradiction and be enabled to undertake further action toward the solution to its existential problem. In the myths of Oedipus and Moses the movement of symbolic action is controlled for maximum contrast by means of the sequential logic of contrary motion.10 Each major segment presents and then undermines one central conventional metaphor and structures the symbolic action of the segment to commit the audience to a preference for the outcome of the action based on new but nameless conceptual objects in the same metaphoric relation. The "birth and adoption" segments undermines the metaphor "place = society," the "coming of age" segment undermines the metaphor "identity = behavior," and the "maturity and death" segment undermines the metaphor "power = place." Because of limitations of space it is not possible to do justice to the complexity of relations and wealth of potentially evocative material in the symbolism of all three segments for both myths. Neither, for the same reason, is it necessary to review here the contents of these two widely known and easily accessible myths." The following section will examine the operation of the symbolic mechanism in each of the three major segments of these myths.
Birth and adoption. The major goals of this segment are, by structural level, (1) to bring the hero into the world and involve him in action that interests the audience in his fate; (2) to ground this action in symbolism that undermines categories of daily life while not alienating the audience from the myth's alternative representation of experience; and (3) to provide the hero with an identity and a problem, such that "identity = problem."
The child is, from the very beginning, put in a "bind." The audience is encouraged to accept that even an altered identity is better than death. The metaphor "place = society" is undermined to give the following result: by the princess, and returned to his mother.13 All four dimension are used to alter, through the sequence of action, the child's identity, which remains the same and yet is not the same. His new identity may be adequate to the passive condition of the child, but it will not sustain the activity of an adult. People who would not do so for the adult show the child compassion. But at the same time, the childadult relation is still hierarchical. The potential relation within adult experience that is completely suppressed in this representation is "equality."
The conceptual objects involved are easily assimilated to daily thought. The form in which the action is cast is also easily encompassed by the audience's normal experience. This form is the wellknown "rite of passage" ritual, the normal function of which is to translate an individual across social identities such that the link between the old and the new identities is made explicit by the rituals. In these myths this function is reversed. While preserving the life of the "child returned from the dead,"'4 the ritual is performed to sever and hide, to confuse, the continuity of the child's identity. Consequently, the child cannot "known his place," physically or socially, and the audience can only recognize him when he appears again by his unusual name and his stigma.
Coming At the end of the previous segment the child had been given a stigmatized identity. In this second segment the hero, as he becomes an adult, must act on the basis of this stigmatized identity. In the metaphor that structures this segment, a child should grow up "knowing his place," he will be consistent both inside (knowledge) and out (appearance), and he will "will" to do as he "must." Correct and conventional behavior is expected to flow from correct identity. As 13 The change in Moses' mother's status is especially marked through the princess' payment of money to her to nurse her own child at Exod. 17:9. By this act she is and is not his own mother, and the princess can later claim him.
14 Leach and Aycock, eds. (n. 6 above), p. 54. cracks appear in the youth's identity where he was raised, audience expectations are reinforced by action that is merely the converse of the conventional view: a flawed identity will produce incorrect behavior. It does, and the youth flees the place in which his flawed identity is known. The episode then ends with action that reverses audience expectations by asserting that in a different place the flawed identity will, with the intervention of the divine, lead to correct behavior and the hero's repossession of his rightful and rectified original identity. This turn of events is plausible to an audience because the symbolic action encourages it to accept as fact that while one might will appearances, knowledge (= divinity) is compelling. Oedipus begins in doubt and acquires confidence as he proceeds. Moses begins willfully and grows more doubtful and passive as events unfold. Oedipus leaves Corinth to avoid killing his father and then, for the sake of mere appearances, kills his "real" father willfully and justifiably, but in ignorance. Moses, in the confusion of his identity, absurdly (if justifiably from the Israelite point of view) kills an Egyptian and then flees, only to himself acquire a foreign wife (by means of his passive appearance as an Egyptian) and a son (about whom the myth remains otherwise silent). Both heroes then, in the place to which they have fled, encounter a supernatural being.
The encounter of the hero with the supernatural being is central to both myths, their turning points.15 Oedipus tells the sphinx who he, Oedipus, is in the most general terms, "man," but which answer, in the terms of the riddle, does not apply to him alone: "limping on two" is not part of the riddle. Yehweh tells Moses alone who he, Yehweh, is in the most specific terms as a deity, but in self-referential and, so, riddle-like language with regard to his specific name, "I AM," and Moses attempts to convince Yehweh that Yehweh's injunction does not apply to him, Moses. Through this contact with the supernatural, Oedipus transmits and Moses receives "knowledge." This knowledge is utterly compelling and results in the death of the Sphinx and life/death of Thebans, and the "life" of Yehweh and life/death of the Israelites.
Both heroes also gain, as result of this encounter, their "true" identities and the capacity to do that which they do first as adults. The symbolic action of this segment opens with Oedipus as a conventional sacred king, but his claim to his title is overdetermined. He has both succeeded to his throne and won it by trial. The first act he must perform as the sort of king he thinks he is, the latter type, is the one act no king of the former sort, nor anyone else, may perform, bridging the single most important discontinuity that all societies and families must maintain, mother-son marriage and reproduction.
Moses is as far from sacred kingship as the adopted son of Pharaoh's daughter can be, yet he returns to Egypt after an enormously overdetermined struggle with Yehweh, and in doing so creates, after another enormously overdetermined struggle, that one break in the hierarchical relations of ethnicity at the center that no dominant society can allow, a successful revolt and departure of slaves.
The effect of Oedipus's act is to Theban society from its point of view as the effect of Moses' act is to Egyptian society from its point of view. But because the story is told by Israelites for Israelites, the sign and function of this act must be inverted. Consequently, it is as implausible that Oedipus is kept or allowed to stay in Thebes (in some variants) after he brings his crimes to light as it is that Moses is kept in the wilderness and not allowed to enter the promised land.
But while the Oedipus myth now contains no explicit rationale for this variant fact, leaving us to imagine some connection between, say, criminality and sacral kingship, Moses is explicitly refused entry into the promised land at Num. 20:5-13 for performing incorrectly-he uses his rod rather than the spoken word to release water from a rock-the very act in the very form in which he is commanded to perform it at Exod. 17:1-7 and which passage occurs earlier in the narrative.8 Oedipus uses coercion at the center to discover the identity of Laios's murderer and is expelled from Thebes. Moses uses force in the wilderness and so is compelled to remain there. It is the task of the symbolic mechanism to have implausible events be taken as facts; the task of the audience is to imagine how and why such things happen.
After 6 above) , p. 107 is somewhat more cautious in assigning sources, identifying Exod. 17:1 ff. to E and Numbers 20 to P only in part. Gottwald (n. 6 above), pp. 182-83, on the other hand, liberally asserts Exod. 17:2-7 to be all J, and Num. 20:1-13 to be all E. All that is essential to my argument among these possibilities is that (1) Moses be denied entry into the promised land for striking rather than speaking to the rock. Numbers 20:8 and 12 is explicit on this point. And (2), that the sense of these two verses be the later rather than the earlier tradition. I have discovered no commentators in dispute on either of these points, which is by no means to say that in the vast secondary literature there is not at least one reasoned counterclaim.
19 The Athenians identified the Eumenidies with the Furies, the All Seeing Ones, which chthonic deities were charged with avenging parricides (Edward Tripp, The The hero's grave gains relevance as the marker of the margin between center and wilderness. The exact location of the grave is known to have been forgotten and so cannot itself be used to form a center, but it is known and remembered that his grave is neither in the wilderness nor in a center. The unmarking of the hero's grave thus permanently marks out the existence of the two kinds of "place," without indicating explicitly where that boundary is.
The biography of the hero completes a passage. Oedipus begins life on a mountain condemned to die because he has the capacity to destroy a state through the confusion of categories, and he ends life below ground with the capacity to preserve one state and destroy another by marking the edge between the center and the wilderness with his unmarked grave. Moses begins life in a (casket-like) ark below ground level with the potential to destroy a state through force20 and ends life on a mountainside with the capacity to mark the edge between center and wilderness with his unmarked grave, and across which the Hebrews can then pass to force a new state into being by destroying existing states. Constant identity. The hero's unchanging aspect consists of (1) an unusual name, (2) a stigma that is physically manifest as an incapacity, (3) a symbolic function that is implicit in puns on his name and is related to his stigma, and (4) all of which refer to the conditions under which he was born and exposed.
There seems a general consensus that the name "Oedipus" translates well as "Swollen-foot,"22 and puns as "Know-foot" (from Oida, "I know," and pous, "foot"). His swollen feet give him his disability and he "knows feet." The motivation for this symbolism is the anecdote in which his father, Laios, drives spikes into the infant's feet when exposing him on Mount Citheron.
Turner suggests Oedipus's swollen feet "are the stigmata of his anomalous position in society as the victim of his father's attempt to deny him both his parental connection and his capacity to grow up (effect his passage into manhood)."23 Turner, Segal, and Vernant all agree on the relation of this disability and its stigmatization to Oedipus's function in the myth,24 that it physically embodies Oedipus's difficulties effecting passages of all sorts, that it can "express metaphorically all forms of behavior which seem unbalanced, deviated, slowed down or blocked."25 While Oedipus is Swollen-foot, and his name implicitly refers to his functional incapacity to "take (the) proper steps," Moses' physical defect is stigmatized in his speech impediment. Moses is to his tongue as Oedipus is to his feet. Moses' defect is not as explicitly related to his name, but his defect is explicitly linked to his exposure in noncanonic variants. With the same exquisite irony that keeps Oedipus constantly in motion on his swollen feet, Moses, who alone "spoke tian root ms(w), meaning "beget,"26 common in names meaning "the  child of (a named god)," or simply "son."27 The pun involving the name Moses in Hebrew is on the active form of the verb masheh, which makes the name mean "the one who draws out water," or "the drawer-out."28 The problem for the E source was to find a way to give the child a name that implies action at the time the child was still passive and incapable of the action his name implies. This pun on the name Moses is explicitly made in a noncanonic variant in which the Pharoah's daughter calls him Moses because she drew him out of the water and because "he would 'draw' the children of Israel out of the land of Egypt in a day to come."29
Another noncanonic variant explicitly explains the origin of Moses' stigma as a result of his exposure,30 and still another the connection of his speech impediment to his being saved from death at the Pharoah's hand.31 In these versions a burned mouth and a violent blow save the child's life. As a child he draws out, through an imperfect speech act, a cry "in a voice like a young man's," the compassion of one who saves him. As an adult in his characteristic function of "the drawer-out," he does not speak when he should but instead delivers a violent blow that saves those depending on him for water in the wilderness. But because he fails to speak when he should, in an affirmation of the reality the newly revealed deity presents to him and allows almost his entire identity to be absorbed by this deity. Oedipus, inversely, negates the Sphinx entirely insofar as she hurls herself to her death despite her wings, by affirming all that he himself is not at the most fundamental level of his being. The minor, mediating, contradiction in the paradigmatic structure is constructed from these materials: a hero constantly identified with a name that is related to his stigma and puns on his primary functional activity in the myth is contradicted by the confrontation of the hero with a supernatural being who returns to him his rightful identity when the hero transcends his constant but flawed identity.
Thus abstracted, the paradigmatic structure of the myth performs its function of mediating a contradiction that cannot be solved by direct confrontation through another contradiction for which resolution seems possible. But while this general representation of the myth's paradigmatic structure and function is clear, interpretation of the "hopeful" aspect of these myths as the myth's "meaning" is insufficient.36 These myths both remain utterly clear that personal adjustment, the recovery of one's "rightful identity," is inadequate as a permanent solution. Personal adjustment does not solve social problems, and since all social problems are felt as personal problems, when a problem has genuine social roots, as loss of sovereignty does, personal adjustment will not provide a permanent solution but actively reproduce the problematic situation.
A paradox remains, and that paradox reintegrates the paradigmatic structure with the diachronic time of the narrative structure. The hero as a bundle of invariable properties forced on him at birth is placed in opposition to his own self-transcendence when he recovers his "rightful," yet personally and socially unsatisfactory, identity. Oedipus both is and is not the proper king of Thebes, Moses is and is not the effective leader of the Hebrews.37 The hero's solution to his personal problem and the social problem he must face is correct in diachronic time, but not in synchronic time. This is the resolution of the minor contradiction in the paradigmatic structure of the myth, that the "right" answer for one time and place is not the right answer for all times and all places. The myth asserts that sociocultural continuity is possible without sovereignty, but it does not say when, if ever, 36 As Buxton (n. 21 above), p. 36, observes, we cannot assume any particular existence for Oedipus after he departs the grove of the Eumenidies: "But we must beware of convincing ourselves that Oedipus at Colonus ends in a glorious apotheosis. After all, the voice which summons Oedipus is strange, allusive and enigmatic, and gives no inkling of a majestic or godlike existence for him after his death." 37 See Leach (n. 6 above), pp. 36-37, 59.
sovereignty will be regained, and it does not say that life without sovereignty will be pleasant.
CONCLUSION
Jean-Paul Vernant has written that the central problem in the interpretation of myths that have become part of a written tradition is "what is the link between the semantic space revealed by structural analysis of the myth's intellectual framework and the socio-historical context in which the myth was produced."38 By the beginning of the fourth century B.C., the myths of Oedipus and Moses had converged on a common "intellectual framework" that can be made explicit through structural analysis. This framework consists of three integrated symbolic structures: (1) a narrative that portrays the struggle of the hero as a biography based on his birth and adoption, his recovery of his rightful identity, and his maturity and death; (2) a symbolic structure that clothes this symbolic action in specific images that themselves are arranged to open to reconsideration and reformulation several fundamental categorical relations that found everyday thought; and (3) a paradigmatic structure that portrays a hero in an identity that both changes and does not change. In asserting that these myths might have been felt by their audiences as relevant to the problem of ethnicity, selfhood, and sovereignty, I have emphasized the importance of the variant fact that both myths record that the specific location of the hero's grave has been forgotten but they do not explain why it was forgotten. All contrary hypotheses that presume this to have been historical fact must further assume a historical hero.39 Methodologically, we are not entitled to do so. We have no independent evidence for the existence of the hero. On the contrary, we must understand the "forgetting of the location of the grave" as a component of the myth in its own right, and with a definite relation to the symbolic structure of the rest of the myth.
This partial memory, that the grave is at the margin of center and wilderness in an unspecifiable place, is the cultural analogue to the hero's defect. Limping is to Oedipus as stuttering is to Moses as forgetting is to memory as the loss of the prophet/king's grave is to sovereignty. This "purely formal frame of the mythical armature"40 (which phrase Vernant attributes to Levi-Strauss) connecting limping, stuttering, and forgetting can be further related to the reproduction of claims of the metaphors "land" and "law" in the Moses myth on postexilic Israelite political resources,44 but without the opposition of the Oedipus myth, it is difficult to proceed to a higher level of generality. The historical context of these myths elaborates the earliest underlying opposition "culture versus nature" into the final opposition "culture versus sovereignty" when sovereignty is lost but a written tradition remains.
The fundamental problem in treating the Oedipus myth in its sociohistorical context is the complex and evolving relations among city-state politics, earlier kin-based social relations, slavery, warfare, and the classical Greek conception of power. It is necessary to examine these relations in general rather than focus exclusively on the details of political events because myths are not produced in response to specific historical events, even though plays may be, but are altered to interpret and make sense of the general stream of experience. 45 The sociohistorical context of the Oedipus myth in the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. is primarily Athenian. However we understand this myth, its most complete version is that of Sophocles, who was and wrote as an Athenian. There is now no way we can distinguish between the version on which Sophocles founded his plays and the myth's expression in his plays.
The pervasive structure of reversal that Vernant identifies in Oedipus the King generally describes Athenian political fortunes in the fifth century. Athens's role in the victory over Persia and its remarkable achievements before and under Pericles "contributed to the feeling that Athens was the centre of the world, there to teach others."46 During this period of self-conscious cultural advance, Oedipus became intelligent and the riddling episode became the favorite of the Athenians. 47 But DeSelincourt asserts that even by the time of Pericles "the best had already passed."48 Muir suggests more specifically that by the last quarter of the fifth century there was in Athenian consciousness "a panic nostalgia for a more controllable, safe and stable world" as the result of losses from plague and continued warfare.49 DeSelincourt completely obliterated by Hellenistic warfare.58 It was not necessary to wait for the rise of Philip and Alexander to know that something else had been definitely lost, perhaps permanently, with the fleet at Syracuse.59
The contradictions of power and culture these myths model would have been experienced on all dimensions these myths encode: status and ethnicity, geography, identity and behavior, religion and family life, representations of the past in the present, the politics of domination, and the culture of politics. These myths recommend the reconstruction of centers become wildernesses to the power of other centers as permanent cultures, forms of power in which the knowledge of the preserved word is paramount. Athens and Jerusalem were the same cities they had been, and they were not. I do not suggest that these myths by themselves effected this transformation, nor that I have examined, even superficially, all of the codes in which experience is represented in these myths.60 But I do suggest that these myths were structured under the above conditions in the forms in which they were preserved from the beginning of the fourth century and that the writing down and preservation of these myths in unalterable forms was ineluctably bound to this historical transformation. 
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